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Abstract
Traversal through object graphs is needed for many programming tasks. We show
how this task may be specified declaratively at a high level of abstraction, and
we give a simple and intuitive semantics for such specifications. The algorithm is
implemented in a Java library called DJ.
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Introduction

A common task in object-oriented programming is to take an object o in an object
graph and find all the objects o that are reachable from o according to some search
criterion. For example, given an object o of class  , find all the objects of class

that are reachable from o along a path that goes through some object of class

. In order to make the search tractable, we typically search based on local metainformation. In such a search, we search only those edges from o that might lead to
an object that satisfies the search criterion, based on the class structure of the object
graph. We may explore objects that are not on the path to a desired target object, but
that is an unavoidable consequence of searching based only on meta-information.
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In this paper we present a simple semantics for such a search, and introduce an
algorithm for performing the search, given a search criterion like the one above.
The semantics and algorithm address two technical problems: the meaning of the
modal operator “might”, and the treatment of inheritance. We give an example of
this algorithm as embodied in the DJ library for Java [3].
Section 2 presents our notation, and section 3 presents our model of classes
and objects. In section 4, we formulate the basic traversal problem in the terms
of our model. The key to the problem is to find a set FIRST  c c such that
e FIRST  c c iff it is possible for an object of class c to reach an object of type c
by a path beginning with an edge e. Section 5 gives semantics to the core traversal
specifications of DJ and shows how to interpret them as search algorithms. Section 6 completes the story by showing how to compute the FIRST sets statically.
Section 7 presents an example showing how these concepts are employed in the
DJ library. Section 8 discusses related work. Finally, section 9 presents some
conclusions and ideas for further development.
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Notation

We will be using relations as our fundamental tool, so we will need some notation
for dealing with relations.
If A and B are sets, a relation from A to B is a subset R of A B. If a b R, we
will write R  a b , a R b , and  a b
R interchangebly. A relation from A to A is
often called a relation on A.
We denote composition of relations by concatenation e.g. x  RS z iff there
exists a y such that x R y and y S z. We also write x R y S z. R  denotes the reflexive
transitive closure of R.
We often think of directed graphs as relations (and vice versa), so we write
C  c1 c2 or c1 C c2 when there is an edge from c1 to c2 in C. We take as given the
definition of a path in a directed graph.
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The Model

Definition 1 A class graph (sometimes called a class diagram) consists of a set C
(of “classes”), a set E (of field names), for each e E a relation (also named e) on
classes (“has part named e”), and a reflexive, transitive relation  on classes (“is
a subclass of”). We write C  c1 c2 iff there exists e E such that e  c1 c2 .
Each relation e codes the effect of finding the e part of an object. Usually the
relation e is a partial function (that is, for any c1 , there is at most one c2 such
2

that e  c1 c2 ), but we will not need this property. When e  c1 c2 , we sometimes
say that c1 has an e-part of type c2 . (The significance of the word “type” will be
explained momentarily). We use  to denote the reflexive, transitive closure of the
inheritance relation, so c  c means that c is either the same as c or is one of c ’s
descendants.
of


We use C to denote the entire class graph  C E  . We write
.


for the inverse

An object graph is a model of the objects, represented in the heap or elsewhere,
and their references to each other:
Definition 2 If C is a class graph, then an object graph of C consists of:
1. a set O (of “objects”),
2. a map class : O 
3. for each e

C, and

E, a relation (also denoted e) on O

such that if e  o1 o2 , then
class  o1



e

class  o2


We say that o is of type c when class  o

c.


An object is of type c when its class is some class that is a descendant of c.
This corresponds to the usual expectation in a typed object-oriented language: if a
variable is of type c, its value is either null or is an object whose class is either c or
a descendent of c.
The traversal of an edge labeled e corresponds to retrieving the value of the
e field. Condition 3 captures the notion that every edge in the object graph is an
image of a has-as-part edge in the class graph: There is an edge e  o1 o2 in O only
when there exist classes c1 and c2 such that o1 is of type c1 , c1 has an e-part of type
c2 , and o2 is of type c2 , that is,
class  o1


c1 e c2


class  o2

See figure 1.
As we did for class graphs, we use O to denote the entire object graph whose
set of objects is O.
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Figure 1: Typical link in an object graph. If there is an e-edge from o1 to o2, then
there is a path class  o1  e  class  o2 in the class graph.

All parts are optional (allowing for null values) or multi-valued (for a given
object o1 , there may be many objects o2 such that e  o1 o2 ). The latter case allows
us to handle collections: if class c1 contains a field e that is a collection of objects
of type c2 , we may represent this as e  c1 c2 and use multi-valued edges in the
object graph, rather than introduce the notion of collections into our model.
We might propose the additional condition that if class  o1  c1 and e  c1 c2 ,
then there exists an o2 such that e  o1 o2 and class  o2  c2 . This means that
every edge predicted by the class graph exists in the object graph. All the theorems
in the paper are true under this stronger definition, but the additional condition is
undesirable because it rules out null fields.
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The Problem

The computational problem we wish to study is the following:
We are at an object o of class c in object graph O and we wish to find all
reachable objects of type c . However, we have no information about the object
graph other than that it is a legal object graph for C. Which edges must we explore
in order to find all these objects?
We can formalize the problem as follows. For each pair of classes c and c , we
need to find a set FIRST  c c such that e FIRST  c c iff it is possible for an
object of class c to reach an object of type c by a path beginning with an edge e.
4

More precisely,
FIRST  c c  e

E  there exists an object graph O of C and
objects o and o such that:
1. class  o  c,
2. class  o  c
3. o eO  o

The last condition, o eO  o says that there is a path from o to o in the object graph,
consisting of an edge labelled e, followed by any sequence of edges in the graph.
Our lack of information about the actual object graph is represented by the
existential operator. Since we cannot search explicitly over all object graphs, our
goal is to find a static algorithm to compute these sets.
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Traversal Algorithms

Before considering an algorithm for finding the FIRST sets, we consider some
applications of these sets. We can use these sets to find not just reachable objects
of a given type, but paths that pass through objects of a given type.
Definition 3 Let R   c1 !!! cK be a non-empty sequence of classes. Let p 
 o1 !!!" oN be a path in O. We say that p is an R-path iff there is a subsequence
o j1 !!!# o jK (K  1) of p such that for each i, o ji has type ci , and jK  N (that is,
the last element of the path must be part of the subsequence). We say an R-path is
minimal iff it has no initial segment that is also an R-path.
Thus an R-path is a path through the object graph that passes through objects
of the types specified by R in the order specified by R. It may pass through objects
of other classes along the way, but it must end at the endpoint of R.
Given an object o, we can visit all the endpoints of minimal R-paths starting at
o as follows:
Algorithm search  o R :
Let c1 , . . . , cn be the classes such that R 


c1 !!! cn .

1. If o does not have type c1 , then for each e in FIRST  class  o c1 ,
and each o such that e  o o , do search  o R .
2. If o has type c1 , and R 
3. If o has type c1 , and R 




c1 , then do visit  o .

c1 c2 !!! cn , then do search  o # c2 !!!" cn ! .
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In case 1 we are not yet on a path, so we follow the FIRST edges to guide us to
the first goal type c1 . We can find the required objects o by retrieving the value of
o’s e-field. In case 2, we have reached the last goal type, so we visit the object. In
case 3 we have reached the first goal type, so we recur on the rest of the goal path.
We could find all R-paths, by modifying step 2 to continue searching:
2 If o has type c1 , and R   c1 , then do visit  o . Then for each e in
FIRST  class  o c1 , and each o such that e  o o$ , do search  o R .
If the object graph is acyclic, these algorithms will always terminate, since every step either decreases the longest chain of links in the object graph or decreases
the length of R. If the graph may be cyclic, then we need to mark each searched
object with the state R in which it was reached, or else carry around the set of pairs
 o R that we have already searched. This will allow us to avoid repeated visits to
the same object in the same traversal state.
DJ allows the use of a graph, called a strategy graph, to specify a more complex
traversal [10]. A strategy graph can be modeled as a non-deterministic finite-state
automaton:
Definition 4 A strategy graph is given by a set of states Q, a relation S on states, a
map class : Q  C, a set QI % Q of initial states, and a set QF % Q of final states.
We denote such a strategy graph by S.
Definition 5 A path p   o1 !!! oN in O is an S-path iff there is a subsequence
o j1 !!!# o jK (K  1) of p and a path  q1 !!!# qK in S such that for each i, o ji has
type class  qi , jK  N, and qK QF. As before, we say that an S-path is minimal
iff it has no initial segment that is also an S-path.
Given an object o, we can visit all the endpoints of minimal S-paths starting at
o as follows, where Q ranges over subsets of Q:
Algorithm search  o S : search   o QI where search  o Q for any
Q&% Q is defined by:
Procedure search   o Q :
1. If class  o (' class  q for any q Q , then for each
q Q , for each e in FIRST  class  o class  q ! , and
each o such that e  o o , search   o Q) .
6

2. If class  o  class  q for some q Q+* QF, then visit  o .
3. Otherwise let Q  , q Q- o does not have type class  q #/.
 q 10 q
Q such that o has type class  q and S  q q# .
Then search   o Q  .
This algorithm is much like the preceding one, except that the set Q maintains
the state of a run through the non-deterministic automaton S. In step 1, we are
not at a point on the subsequence, so we use the FIRST sets to search any edge
that may lead us to any of the first goal classes. In step 2, we have reached a final
state, so we visit the object we have reached. In step 3, we are at a set of states
Q . Some of those states represent goal classes that we have not yet reached. Other
states are goal classes that we have now reached. We create the next set of goal
classes by carrying along those that we have not yet reached, and taking a step in
the automaton S for those that we have reached.
We typically start the algorithm with a unique start state and an object o that
matches that state.
As before, when the object graph is acyclic, this always terminates. If the
object graph can be cyclic, then we need to carry around a “seen” set, as above.
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Calculating FIRST

We develop a static description of FIRST using a sequence of lemmas. This allows
us to compute FIRST from the class graph. We start with a fixed class graph C.
Lemma 1 There exists an object graph O of C and objects o1 , o2 such that O  o1 o2
iff class  o1  C  class  o2 .
Proof: The forward direction is immediate from the definition of an object
graph of C. For the reverse direction, construct an object graph with two objects o1
and o2 and the specified link. The result is an object graph of C.
Lemma 2 There exists an object graph O of C and objects o1 , o2 such that O 2 o1 o2
iff class  o1  C   class  o2 .
Proof: Again, the forward direction is immediate. For the reverse, induct on
the standard definition of 3  (reflexive transitive closure), using the preceding
lemma.
A picture of this situation is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: A path in an object graph. If there is a path in the graph from o1 to o2 ,
then class  o1  C   class  o2 .

Lemma 3 Let c1 and c2 be classes. Then there exists an object graph O of C
and objects o1 , o2 such that class  o1  c1 and class  o2  c2 and O 2 o1 o2 iff
c1  class  o1  C   class  o2  c2 .
Proof: Immediate.
Theorem 1
FIRST  c c 4 e  c

e







C





c 

Proof: We must show that there exists an object graph O of C and objects o
and o such that
1. class  o 5 c
2. class  o

c


3. o eO  o
iff c



e




C






c .

The forward direction is immediate from the definition of an object graph of C.
For the reverse definition, consider a sequence of classes such that
c  e


c1  e1


c2  e2


!!"

en 6

1



cn


c

Then construct an object graph with n 7 2 objects, of classes c, c1 , . . . ,cn, c ,
with a link labelled e from the c-object to the c1 object, a link labelled e1 from the
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c1 object to the c2 object, etc. Let o be the first object in this sequence and o be
the last. This object graph satisfies the requirements. QED
Similarly, to find all the edges from an object of class c that might lead to an
edge e, we compute
FIRST  c e 5 e
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c


c

e







C





e c #

A Simple Example

We illustrate automated traversal generation with a simple example, written in Java
using the DJ library.
Consider an equation system that contains equations with a left-hand side and
a right-hand side. A typical set of equations might be
:<;>=@?#:-ACBD:&EGF
:AC=@?#:-HCBI?:EKJ:L;MF&F
:&EN=@?#:-HCBI?#OKJNH/F&F

A possible class diagram for these structures is shown in Figure 3, using notation similar to that of our previous figures. The asterisks indicate one-many relations; they are included for UML compatibility but are not part of our model; in
our model has-as-part relations are always possibly one-many.
In DJ, we search for all minimal  c1 !!! cK -paths using the search criterion
PRQ-STVUXWVQ

c1

PMQS-TVU-WRQ

c2

YZY&Y

PT

cK

DJ traversal specifications allow several extensions of this notation. The criterion
[ S-T]\

c0

PMQ-STVU-WRQ

c1

PMQS-T8UXWRQ

c2

Y&Y&Y

PT

cK

has the same behavior as the search above, but fails if its starting point is not of
PMQ-STVU-WRQ
type c0 . DJ also allows edge specifications of the form
e. This can be
implemented by extending FIRST  c1 c2 to FIRST  c e as defined in section 6 and
modifying the algorithm in section 5 correspondingly.
W

A a DJ traversal specification may include a clause ^-_R`GaXbZbZc2d
c1 specifying
that the portion of the path in which this clause occurs may not pass through an
object of class c1 . The DJ library also includes ways to specify strategy graphs
[10].
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In our example, let us say that a variable is defined if it appears on the lefthand side of an equation and that it is used if it appears on the right-hand. In the
:<;
:-A
:E
:A
:E
:-H
example, variables , and are defined, and variables , and are used.
The purpose of our Java program is to collect the defined and used variables.
To solve this problem, we identify two traversals. The first traversal may be
[ STi\
U
P
T
Phi\DPMQS-TVU-WRQNSMQ
PRQ-STVUXWVQ
Sh
T
P-TCk
written as
ef
a
c
dGgV_<b
b
ejV`
b&bMc
d
a
[ S-T]\
U
P
T
P-h]\
W
Sh
T
ef
a
c
d/gR_Gb
^_M`/aXb&bMc]d
ejV`
b&bMc
d
The second may be written as
PTCk
S
h
a
cMai^Gl
.
There are of course many ways of specifying the same traversals. For example
[ S-Ti\
U
P
T
P-h]\mPRQ-S-T8UXWVQmSMQ
P-T
e&f
a
c
d/gR_<b
b
the first could have been written as
[ S-T]\
k
S
h
U
P
T
P-h]\
, and the second could have been written as
a
cMa8^/l
ef
a
c
dngR_Gb
PRQ-STVUXWVQ
Q
P-TCk
S
h
l
b
a
cRa8^/l
.
The DJ library uses reflection to compute the relevant FIRST sets. This has two
advantages: first, it allows the same code to be reused even if the class structure
changes. We say this behavior is adaptive [8]. Second, it allows the ksystem to be
implemented as a pure Java library rather than as a preprocessor.


W

The code for this task is shown in figure 4. The static member o contains a
S
Q
l&a-b&b8p
ai`
object that contains a representation of the current class diagram1 .
1 In

a real application, this would probably done globally rather than on a per-class basis.
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S

cMa8^/l

h

.

q2risMt8tvuVw]xRs]yz|{2}R~]&tyR-
tyRs2yziqRrisMtit|iRs2iq,}R2,RrisMt8tiRs284"/
8
q2{2}ty8ixqyV{]&t{Gzy8yR]n88
 sMtM~8]y>q2{8r8riMqyiRs]&t/~]y8z}iy8Rs]&tMMqV2
&zitVzyR{2>}M2zit8zyR{]4#2
 sMtM~8]yR2yixVi}Z|RsVrv}M2

 sRtM~8]y"/

R{ZzRi¡V{]R<+Rs]zs2Zri¢X£]|2R]yix8i}Z2Rs8r4¤si]¤X£|/¥
8x8MrMziq§¦|M¨iMqyR]yi©R]yixV]}VRsVr|xRL"||R2yixii}vR]yix8i}Z2Rs8rL¥
¥<
qª«y8Rs2R]&t2<+yi-z2tG¬y8Rs]&tMMqG¬&/
V]yixVi}K  sMtM~i]yª®R]y8©R|yix8]}8RsVrxM<#/
¥
 sMtM~8]yR2y]¯-t2i]Rs]&t/#°
V]yixVi}y]-zitLq|{Vr8riMqy8Rs]&t
±¡iV{uVw]xMs2yz|{2}M~2&tyRyiVV{2xViu8²]VRMt8t8z|{2}
y]VR{2xV]itvyR{Rs]z|s|Zri±]X
¥
 sMtM~8]yR2y8³Ri¡&z"}MiiRs2&t/"´
V]yixVi}y]-zitLq|{Vr8riMqy8Rs]&t
±¡iV{uVw]xMs2yz|{2}M~2&tyRViRsMt8tVz}8u8²iVVMt8tVz|{|}
yV{Rs2z|s2Zr]±]/
¥
¥

Figure 4: Finding the variables in an equation system
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T

h

PZk

S

P&S

h

The method o l&l o
a
b takes a string
aRµ<b|`
o that specifies the traversal to
be performed. It first creates a visitor µ to implement the behavior that is to be
T
h
P&k
S
performed during the traversal. Once the visitor is created, o lZl o
a
b then
PZS
hMS
h
W
b
initiates the traversal by calling the aVµ
method of the current class graph o ,
PMQ
passing as arguments the object at which to start the traversal ( cb ), the traversal
P&S
h
to be performed ( aVµ<b|` o ), and the visitor to be executed along the way (µ ).
W

PZS

hMS

h

? PMQ

PZS

h

F

The execution of o Y aVµ
b
cb¶
aVµ<b2`
o5¶°µ
follows the visitor
pattern [4], augmented by reflection. Every time the traversal reaches a node n
F
h [ TMSh
h [ TMSh ?
for which a ^
method has been defined, it calls µ Y ^
n . The traversal
[
h
TMSh
method only on objects for which a
algorithm uses reflection to call the ^
h [ TMS-h
^
method has been defined. Thus, when the node is a variable, the method
;ZF
h [ TMS-h ? k
S
h
(the “visitor method”) is called, adding the node to the
^
a
cRa8^/l
µ
WhMPM·XhRPMU-S
k
UXh ?|F
d
a&l
,
set. Similarly, on completion of the search, the traversal calls µ Y
which returns the collected hash set.
Unlike the case of the ordinary visitor pattern, no preparation in the underlying
objects is necessary in order to use this library.
The DJ library includes a powerful language of traversal specifications and
methods, including the possibility of precomputing the FIRST sets; see [3]. An
introduction to DJ, with emphasis on its reflective properties, may be found in
[13].
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Related Work

The concept of automated traversal generation using succinct representation was
introduced in [15] and is extensively treated in [8], where it is the key idea of
Adaptive Programming (AP). Our most complex language of traversal specifications, called strategy graphs, is introduced in [10] together with an efficient implementation.
This paper provides a self-contained description of the semantics and algorithms for Adaptive Programming in a few pages. Instead of refering to paths in
the class diagram as [10] does, the basic meaning is defined directly in terms of
object graphs. By dealing directly with the search algorithm in the object graph, it
avoids the complications of the traversal histories of [15].
In the context of object-oriented databases, traversals are heavily used. Some
automation of traversals was suggested in [12, 16, 11, 7, 5]. Roughly speaking, the
idea in these papers is to traverse to a target without specifying the full path leading to it. Most of this work concerns what we call minimal R-paths; however the
primary concern is how to complete the abbreviation when it is ambiguous, some-
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times using heuristics. DJ takes advantage of reflection to complete its queries.
Mendelzon and Wood [?] show the computational intractability of finding actual paths in an object graph, even without the presence of inheritance. We avoid
this difficulty because we are searching only for potential paths and accept the
possibility of traversing nodes that are not actually on a path to the target class.
The XPath [2] language is used to specify sets of elements in XML documents.
XPath uses a succinct notation somewhat like ours; for example, the XPath ex

pression -¸Z¸ refers to the set of all -objects reachable from the  -object. The
semantics of an XPath expression is an unordered set of objects. This closely
matches the algorithms as presented in section 5, although our implementation in
DJ also captures the paths by allowing visitors to be called on all objects in those
paths.
The Visitor design pattern is discussed in many software-engineering works
(e.g., [4]). While this approach identifies and isolates the task of traversal, no
mechanism to automate the task and make it adaptive was previously proposed,
except in [8, 10].
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a semantics for a declarative specification of object-graph traversals. Our organization separates the concerns of
¹
¹

The search or traversal to be performed,

¹

The visits to objects of different classes to be executed along the way, and
The details of the organization of the object graph, which is reconstructed by
reflection.

Our derivation of an effective computation for FIRST illustrates that a relational formalism is the right approach to express the different path concepts that
are needed; we believe that this approach will be helpful in other contexts as well.
This paper was motivated by the need to have a simpler semantics for traversal
strategies than the one presented in [10]. Now that we have a simpler technical
core, we can hope to explore questions like: When the class graph changes, does
the adaptive program have to change? For what kind of contexts is an adaptive
(or aspect-oriented) program correct? In an aspect-oriented program, what kinds
of changes in the base program require changes in the aspect code, or conversely,
when do changes in aspect code require changes in the base code? We hope to
13

explore questions of this kind first in the context of DJ and eventually in the more
general setting of AOP.
ºº

Need to redo the bibliography; it will probably become shorter!

»»
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